
                                                                                                      Purdue Sept 21 [18]85 
My own true Love 
      Effie Darling I see that you are not settling down & taking easy our separation any more 
than I am.  O my own darling we cant do it.  It is only thirteen days & it seems three months 
since I saw you[,] at least three months.  In one sense I am standing it better than I did last year 
for I am feeling less of the terrible anguish I used to feel then.  I can go about my work with 
more comfort & I feel better in mind & yet I want you most dreadfully.  I want you worse than I 
did last year & yet I can stand the greater want better & feel less miserable by far than I did 
then.  Darling it is horrible to be apart.  Put it as we will & make the best of it as we may[,] it is 
nevertheless hard hard hard to be apart.  I want to see you[,] to hear your voice[,] to have you 
to look at me[,] to feel your touch[,] to kiss your lips & feel your kisses.  Darling I want it all over 
& over again & I feel that you would be so glad to satisfy my want & that you feel the same 
want & would be so glad to satisfy your want & yet we can’t.  We know about each others love 
& it helps us wonderfully but we don’t feel that it is quite enough[,] quite all we want to know 
intellectually[,] that we love & are loved.  We want more than this.  There is that which comes 
through the senses which we want afresh all the time.  To me it is a never ending delight to see 
you[,] to hear your voice[,] to feel yourself leaning on me or sitting on my lap or your hand on 
my arm & all that delight we can’t have now.  Happy as the other makes us it don’t complete 
our happiness as the other does & it can’t do so.  I feel all the same longings you do Effie mine.  
Every day it is the same.  It makes me happy to have you write & tell me about them for it is a 
fresh assurance of them.  I couldnt want you happy & joyous & me away & you couldn’t want 
me so.  It wouldn’t be consistent with our characters & the love we feel to be so.  So we have 
both got to be unsatisfied tho we may be quiet & hope to be as much so as possible to those 
about us.  We must when we come to each other tell these feelings as well as the happier ones.  
My own why did you think the letter I got on Sunday was so crazy.  I thought it a very good 
letter & understand fully everything you meant to say & found very few mistakes in it.  You said 
“way” for “was.”  I think that is the only one I noticed.  I guess you catch lots of slips in my 
letters but I think you understand usually what I mean & my style is far less intelligible than 
yours for I leave so much to be supplied & often find out in looking over a letter that some 
additions would make it clearer.  The picture of Fritz has come.  It came this morning & is very 
fine indeed.  It is the most living photograph I ever saw.  The dog actually breathes.  I can hear 
the panting.  I should like to try him in some other attitudes sometime but this picture for this 
position[,] & it isn’t a bad position[,] is absolutely perfect.  I believe this man is a good 
photographer and at Christmas time I am going to take you around there & pose you myself & 
see if I cant get a picture of you that satisfied me.  This one of the dog is all a photograph can 
possibly be.  It is perfection[,] absolute perfection[,] & this Bach is an artist.  I don’t care if he is 
in a dirty miserable back room.  I mean a photo artist.  I am so glad you sent it & so wish I had a 
photograph of you that looks as you look in my eyes__  How I wish I had a good picture of you 
for these[,] tho I hate to complain of them[,] arent my Effie quite_  It is hard luck that Bessie 
Stoddart will be so far away from you for I suppose that you will really see almost nothing at all 
of her.  Don’t worry about a place for me to sleep.  I shall get along very well indeed after I 
leave you at night.  My only objection to the housefull is t[h]at we shall find it harder than last 
summer to get a place alone but I guess we will manage that too with very little trouble.  I 
shan’t object to sleeping in the bath room & as I have often said I would be willing to sleep on 



the back porch for the sake of being near you_  I presume we shan’t either of us do a great 
amount of sleeping that week or however long the time will be_  How I wish it was here now 
instead of being so far off_  The trustees of the college didn’t act on the petition of the secret 
society after all & referred it back to us & we had our first meeting to discuss it today.  
Thompson & Smith are strongly opposed to letting the societies in.  Some of the others are as 
strongly in favor.  To get the thing started I moved that the petition be granted.  This was 
seconded & then Thompson moved a substitute for my motion which virtually adjourned the 
whole thing for a time.  This was lost & we are now in the discussion of the pros & cons.  It has 
been for the most part very amicable & quiet and I feel I sure there wont be any open row & 
equally sure that the result will be that we shall grant juniors & seniors permission to attend 
meetings of secret societies & become active members & for the present withhold the privilege 
from the lower classes_  T. & S. are strongly convinced that that will be a fatal policy but I guess 
that they will be in the minority.  Latta & Troop will swing over to our side I think & Goss[,] 
Stahl[,] Huston[,] Barnes[,] Craig & I are certain & Warder pretty sure & I guess we shall swing 
Stevens.  Miss Weed will try to escape voting but if pressed will I think vote with us.  Dr Smart is 
with us.  I should be willing to keep the societies out but they are too strong for us & will in time 
do us far more harm if kept out than if left allowed to come in now_  They were once in and 
were put out as far as I can learn only from the theoretical objection to greek fraternities.  Their 
suspension has caused us far more trouble than their presence ever did & I feel sure that we 
are doing the wisest when we give up this opposition to them.  Tonight was the first meting of 
the Scientific society & I was put into an empty nitch whence one of Lattas men had fallen.  I 
ought to have spent the half hour after supper on the article but I hadn’t touched the piano 
today & so I spent it there & spoke absolutely extempore.  It is good exercise any how & the 
members seemed edified.  I spoke on some unusual muscles of locomotion_   
      Miss Shoemaker is improving and will prove better than I anticipated.  She is quite 
competent I think & has the go in her & will get along all right when she knows the ropes.  She 
didn’t show off well at the start but that is a good symptom & now she proves better & better 
all the time.  She was at the science meeting tonight.  She & Mr. Fritz the farmer are in love so 
the world says & I guess that it is so.  She is far better educated & more able than he & it will be 
a unequal match I am afraid.  I have all the postmarks & I think that I shall run things all right 
now.  They are for the most part regular but the trouble was that I did not understand quite 
how things go_  I shall mail a letter every day at eight & it will leave here at 4:05 PM by the 
Wabash[,] get to New York at 7 PM the following day & reach you early the followind day 48 
hours after I mail it.  You can beat that time & I could if I lived in Lafayette but I can’t over here 
in Chauncey.  The letter gets to L. at 8:30 & is stamped at 9 A.M. & then goes out that 
afternoon.  If it were a bit earlier it would leave lafayette at 8:30 but in that case be subject to 
delay & reach you no sooner than one mailed in the aft.  If I lived in Lafayette a letter written 
say on Monday evening would go out on the midnight train & reach you on Wednesday 
afternoon.  As things are now it is pretty sure to reach you on Thursday morning.  That is the 
best I can do for I can’t write my letter at any other time & do justice to my work here.  I won’t 
send any more writing in packages you bet.  I thought how delighted you would be to find a 
note in the express package so I sent one on purpose to please you & then forgot it for I 
certainly wouldn’t have done the thing knowingly.  I ought to be made to pay for the mistake 
but I won’t insist since you put it so strongly & I won’t do the like again.  They are getting used 



to us aren’t they?  I read Ada’s letter & I don’t blame her for appreciating you & can’t see why 
her marriage ought to separate you & her except as I shall marry you & cast you off.  And I shall 
do precisely that as soon as you will consent to the operation for I want you to cheer me up & 
you seem to be the only person who can do that for me_  Barnes leaves tomorrow & I guess 
that his wife is pretty blue tonight.  I shall go to see her the last of the week & cheer her up.  It 
will do me good too.  The poison keeps about the same and I do not suppose it is at its worst 
yet or else it isn’t Rhus poison.  It is very uncomfortable whatever it is & I have some of it on my 
arms & that itches too.  Why cant naturalists be exempt from all that some are?  Now I have to 
go to bed for it is creeping along toward eleven & I have to get up a little after six so I generally 
go to bed by eleven.  My darling How I love you[,] how I long after you & wish for you.  You 
know something about it too.  I send you love without measure[,] warm tender love for my Effie 
       from you own Harry__ 


